We have investigated experimentally the spatiotemporal behavior of a narrow water stream Rowing between two parallel inclined Plexiglass plates bounded laterally by air. Complex broadband dynamics occurs as a result of the velocity dependence of the contact angle at the water-airPlexiglass contact line, which introduces critical values into the pressure required for contact line motion over the Plexiglass plates. This mechanism causes a stick-slip type of motion similar to that appearing in other systems such as Aows in granular materials, models of earthquake dynamics, and charge-density-wave motion in solids. We find that above a certain flow rate Q"astationary spatial modulation of the width of the stream appears. At higher Aow rates, a hysteretic transition occurs in which the contact line begins to move, and the pattern slips down the plates with broadband dynamics. The statistical properties of the motion are presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
Complex spatiotemporal behavior is of considerable interest due to its appearance in many fields of science. The dependence of the contact angle on interfacial velocity is shown in Fig. 4 IV. COMPLEX SPATIOTEMPORAL REGIME
The complex nature of the time-dependent regime is illustrated in Fig. 6 These are intensity-coded plots of w(x, t) at two different Q values; Fig. 7(a) represents a state of the system very close to Q, +, while Fig. 7(b) was obtained at higher Q. In these figures, the intensity is proportional to w(x, t), so 815 3 I 2.
C has a visible hump near 0.8 Hz corresponding to the mean drift rate past the observation point. Figure 9 shows the same quantities at higher Q, far above the transitions.
The characteristic frequency is higher (because the fronts move more quickly), and the dark bands represent necks and bright bands represent wide regions. The necks may be seen to stop and remain at rest for some time (vertical lines), after which they begin to move again. Furthermore, they sometimes stick until other necks arrive, giving rise to coalescence of segments.
Some insight into the statistics of the time-dependent regimes can be gained by observing the local behavior of the width, tu(xo, t). In Fig. 8(a) we show the time evolution of the local stream width just above Q, +. W(t) oscillates irregularly between two quite-we11-defined values that correspond to the width of the wide and narrow regions, respectively. This main oscillation has an average period of about 1.2 s that is related to the length of the segments and the drift velocity of the necks. More time is spent at the larger width, a consequence of the fact that the wide regions are longer than the necks. The nonperiodic nature of the time dependence is clearly seen in the power spectrum [ Fig. 8(b) ], which is broadband but Power spectrum.
quently.
The basic pinning phenomenon can be illustrated by measuring the dependence on Q of the mean interval r between passage times of necks past a fixed position x.
This relationship is shown in Fig. 11 fronts separating a wide segment from the adjacent necks. An example of the trajectory of a front in the region just above Q, is shown in Fig. 12(a) . The pinning process is quite evident. The probability distribution of front velocities is shown in Fig. 12(b 
